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ABSTRACT: The output voltage of triboelectric nanogenerators (TENGs) is
much higher than the overload capacity of most commercial electronics,
making it hard to power them directly; so the power-management solution is
indispensable. In the meanwhile, it is critical for practical applications to
enhance the output performance of the TENG toward its breakdown limit,
which is usually ignored before. Here, an inductor-free output multiplier
(OM) for power promotion and management of TENGs is proposed, with the
breakdown effect considered. This OM, as expanded based on bennet’s
doubler, is theoretically studied and experimentally demonstrated to
significantly enhance the output performance of the TENG within only a
few working cycles. The charge output was enhanced by 7.6 times
experimentally with the OM. An external capacitor and a switch are applied
to realize a high energy extraction ratio of up to 196%, with the average charge
output per cycle of ∼3−3.75 μC achieved. This OM circuit with the smart switch is suitable for power promotion of TENGs with
variable capacitance and for power management of all TENGs. The OM circuit is demonstrated to ensure the high output
performance of TENGs even at a low triboelectric charge density, which is crucial for broad applications of the TENG toward self-
powered systems, potentially to be a solution for improving the output performance of TENGs working in harsh environments.

KEYWORDS: triboelectric nanogenerator, breakdown effect, output enhancement, output multiplier, power management

■ INTRODUCTION

To power widely distributed wireless sensor networks as well
as portable and wearable electronics, triboelectric nano-
generators (TENGs)1−7 have been invented to convert tiny
energy from the environment into electricity, such as ocean
wave,8−11 wind,12−15 human motions,16−20 and vibration,21−23

since 2012. Based on contact electrification coupling with the
electrostatic induction,24−26 the TENGs have a significant
high-voltage output, which can be thousands of volts, but the
charge output of the TENGs is very low, usually within 30 μC
m−2.27 The bennet’s doubler as proposed in the former
research28−30 has been demonstrated to greatly enhance the
charge output of the TENGs,31 and a series-parallel
conditioning circuit has been developed based on the bennet’s
doubler theoretically, which can be used for the electrostatic
energy harvesting as a charge pump, but there is no
experimental demonstration.32 However, these previous
studies ignored the breakdown effect, which universally exists
in TENGs and suppresses the charge output due to the
electrostatic discharging;33−36 therefore the optimized output
performance of the TENG is still subject to further studies.
Meanwhile, because of the high-voltage but low-charge

output of TENGs which induces the huge output impedance,
it is extremely difficult for TENGs to directly power most

commercial electronics with usually low impedance; thus
power-management (PM) solutions are crucial for improving
the compatibility of TENGs for powering electronics. Most of
the existing PM solutions usually utilize inductors or
transformers which can be considered as coupled induc-
tors.37−40 In these PM solutions, threshold working frequency,
bandwidth, and power input are usually required, which cannot
be easily satisfied by the low-frequency randomly pulsed power
output of TENGs. At the same time, the bulky and high-weight
inductors hindered the efforts to minimize TENG-based self-
powered systems toward wearable and implantable applica-
tions. To develop inductor-free PM solutions, we have first
proposed an effective energy storage strategy for TENGs,
through automatic switches to maximize the energy storage
efficiency up to 50%.41 This idea is further developed to be a
novel PM design based on automatic switches between serial-
connected and parallel-connected capacitors, with 5-time
charging rate demonstrated.42 Even though these PM circuits
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have adjusted the output impedance of TENGs and enhanced
overall efficiency, however, the circuit that can both enhance
and manage the output performance of TENGs is still favored
toward applications of TENGs as renewable power sources.
Here, we proposed a smart-designed circuit, in which the

bennet’s doubler is expanded to be an inductor-free output
multiplier (OM), realizing the performance promotion and the
PM for TENGs in the meanwhile within only a few working
cycles. Starting from the working mechanism of the bennet’s
doubler, we first calculated operation cycles in the V−Q plot of
TENGs while connecting with the doubler. The maximized
transferred charges ΔQ between the circuit and TENGs and
the maximized energy output per cycle under OM Eom within
the breakdown limits were studied, considering different
surface charge density σ. To improve the performance, we
developed an OM by expanding the doubler. Then, ΔQ, Eom,
energy extraction ratio η, and cycles N required for TENGs to
reach breakdown were theoretically simulated and experimen-
tally demonstrated. We also proposed a charge enhancement
ratio β to evaluate the performance of the OM and studied the
effect of the capacitor number n. A motion-triggered switch
with an external capacitor was applied to store energy from the
OM, and the performance was evaluated. We also designed
and built a smart switch to control the energy storage by
avoiding breakdown automatically. This inductor-free OM
circuit shows the great potential in charge promotion and PM
even for the TENGs with the very low surface charge density,
which will contribute a lot to the development of self-powered
systems and applications in harsh environments.

■ THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS

Based on the working mechanism, the output performance of
the TENG is determined by the surface charge density σ on
the triboelectric layers,6 which has been demonstrated to be
limited by the breakdown effect.16,43 The proposed circuit
should be able to enhance the overall charge transfer while
managing the output power. Figure 1a introduces the energy
harvesting system when the TENG is connected with the OM
circuit. The mechanical energy input is converted as the
alternative electrostatic energy by the TENG, and after power
promotion and management by the OM circuit, the effective
energy output can be used to power portable electronics like
calculators, watches, sensors, and so forth. Figure 1b illustrates
the simplest circuit proposed based on the bennet’s doubler as
previously demonstrated,31 including two capacitors C0 and
three diodes. This bennet’s doubler circuit can be considered
as the simplest version of the OM circuit with the capacitor
number n = 2. The CS mode TENG is focused in this study,
which has been demonstrated as a voltage source V connected
in series with a variable capacitor.7 The variable capacitance in
the CS mode TENG can be calculated by the nonideal parallel-
plate capacitance equation,44 and the breakdown model has
been well-developed.27 Under operations with this bennet’s
doubler, the transferred charge and the output voltage of the
CS mode TENG are increased cycle by cycle, until
approaching the breakdown limit, as shown in Figure 1c,
with several key points of the cycle marked. Parameters for
theoretical calculations are listed in Table 1. The working
mechanism of the proposed circuit is described in detail below.
Starting at point A, when d = 0, the total capacitance C of the
TENG reaches the maximized value Cm. We can assume the

Figure 1. Properties of the CS mode TENG with bennet’s doubler. (a) Introduction to the TENG system with the OM circuit. (b) Circuit of the
CS mode TENG connected with the doubler. (c) Operation cycles of TENG under the doubler in V−Q plot, with key points marked with letters.
(d) Maximum cycles of TENG at different σ when breakdown happens. (e) Breakdown limits at different σ, with corresponding CMEO curve
plotted in dash line. (f) Maximized energy output per cycle under OM, Eom, plotted in orange dots and ΔQ of the threshold cycle in blue vs σ.
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initial voltage V on C0 is Vi. From A to B, when d starts to
increase (separation process), V will increase while C will
decrease simultaneously. All diodes are off until V < 2Vi. For
point B when V = 2Vi, D2 turns on while D1 and D3 are off,
the two C0 are connected in series, and TENG starts to charge
the two capacitors until point D with the total transferred
charge ΔQ. At point D, d reaches the maximized value dmax and
the voltage also reaches the maximum of this cycle. From
points D to E, tribo-layers of the CS mode TENG start to
approach each other (contact process). V starts to decease, and
all diodes turn off again. At point E, V decreases to the voltage
VD of C0, which should be larger than Vi after charging. D2
turns off, and D1 and D3 turn on, so the two C0 are connected

in parallel. After that, d keeps decreasing, and the two C0 will
charge the TENG, each with the transferred charge of Q1

2
Δ .

When the tribo-layers contact each other, the end-up voltage
Vi′ of the TENG will be larger than Vi. Then, the new working
cycle will repeat the whole process as described above with the
new initial voltage of Vi′. It should be noticed that after one
working cycle, each C0 obtains the charge of Q1

2
Δ . The

transferred charge ΔQ is calculated by the following equation

( )
Q Q Q

V 1S
C

C
C

C C C
D A

i

2 1 1
1min

2

1min

0 1min 2

Δ = − =
+ −

+ +
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V C C

C C
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C C C C

C C C

i
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1 1 1
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0 2
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0 1min 2

′ =
+ + + +

+ + +

σ

(2)

The enhanced voltage Vi′ is
Complete operation configurations and derivations are

shown in Figure S1 and Note S1, respectively. The working
principle of the circuit is based on the variable capacitance of
the CS mode TENG, so it is also suitable for other TENGs
with variable capacitance, such as the lateral-sliding mode
TENG, for the power-promotion purpose.

Table 1. Parameters for Theoretical Calculations

length of the CS mode TENG, l 0.1 m
width of the CS mode TENG, w 0.1 m
triboelectric area, S 0.01 m2

thickness of dielectric, dr FEP, 0.1 mm
dielectric constant, εr 2
capacitance between dielectric, C2 1.77 nF
maximized separated displacement, dmax 0.01 m
capacitance of the circuit, C0 300 nF
minimized capacitance between air gap of TENG, C1min
(d = dmax)

11.79 pF

initial voltage of C0, Vi 0 V

Figure 2. Properties of the CS mode TENG with the OM. (a) Circuit of the OM, with repeat components marked by an orange scheme. (b)
Threshold cycles of different n in V−Q plot with C0 = 300 nF, σ = 50 μC m−2, compared with the breakdown curve. Key points are marked with
letters. (c,d) Threshold cycles of different C0 in V−Q plot at n = 4, σ = 50 μC m−2 and n = 4, σ = 70 μC m−2, respectively, compared with the
breakdown curve. (e) Relationship between Eom and C0, with C0 = 10 nF marked by a dash line in green.
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This implies that the output voltage of the TENG will be
improved continuously while the TENG keeps working with
the bennet’s doubler circuit, indicating that the output charge
will be enhanced after each working cycle. When the voltage
between tribo-layers reaches the breakdown voltage as
calculated by Paschen’s law, air breakdown will happen and
then the output will decrease to a lower level due to the
breakdown discharge. Figure 1d shows the maximum cycle as
limited by the breakdown effect of CS mode TENGs at
different surface charge density. This indicates that air
breakdown is more prone for the TENG at a larger σ while
ΔQ is larger. Figure 1e shows the breakdown curve at different
surface charge density, as compared with their cycles of
maximized energy output (CMEO). When σ is larger, the
curve will shift to the right, allowing a similar maximized
effective energy output Eem per cycle.27 Connected with the
proposed circuit, the output of the TENG can always be
enhanced to approach the breakdown condition. The energy
output of the threshold cycle is defined as the maximized
energy output per cycle under the OM, Eom, which is
summarized in Figure 1f and plotted in orange dots versus σ,
as compared with ΔQ of the threshold cycle in blue dots. It
simply shows the trends that with σ increases, the Eom decays
while ΔQ increases.
By estimating eqs 1 and 2, it should be noticed that the

energy stored in C0 can be influenced by the capacitance of C0
and the number n as well. Therefore, to reach a higher energy
output and storage efficiency, the circuit is expanded to be the
OM circuit, as shown in Figure 2a, in which the components in
the dashed line frame is repeated by n − 1 times. The
operation cycle under this OM is quite similar to that under
the bennet’s doubler, while the differences are briefly stated
below: At point B, when V increases to nVi, all C0 are
connected in series while being charged by the TENG. At
point E, when V is decreased to be Vi, all C0 are connected in
parallel to charge the TENG. The output performance of the
OM circuit is evaluated at C0 = 300 nF, σ = 50 μC m−2. Figure
2b shows simulated threshold cycles in the V−Q plot along
with the breakdown curve at different values of n, as calculated
by the Paschen’s law. Please notice that the breakdown may

happen at V of only a few hundreds of volts, thus serving as a
key limiting factor of the performance of TENGs.7 The total
charge transfer in the cycle decreases when n becomes larger,
and the slope of point B to D as well as the voltage difference
between A and B increases with n, resulting in a larger Eom.
When n becomes larger, the TENG is easier to reach the
breakdown condition and the slope of BD will become much
larger, and finally the operation cycle is more like a triangle
shape, resulting in decreased Eom. Equations for calculating ΔQ
and Vi′ are listed below, respectively

( )
Q

V n 1S
C

C
C
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C C C

i

1 1
1min

2

1min

0 1min 2

Δ =
+ − +

+ +

σ
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nV C C

nC C
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n S
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n
C C C

i

( 1)
i 0 2

1 1 1

1 1
0 2

1min 0 1min 2

0 1min 2

′ =
+ + + +

+ + +

σ−

(4)

Derivations of these equations above are shown in Note S2.
Equations above show that the capacitance of C0 is another

important factor on the property of the OM. We choose n = 4
as an example for most simulations. Figure 2c,d shows the
threshold cycles in the V−Q plot with different capacitances of
C0 at σ of 50 μC m−2 and 70 μC m−2, respectively, when n = 4.
It can be seen from the operational cycle that when the
capacitance C0 is reduced, both BD and EA′ will shift upward,
resulting in an increasing energy part by BD and a decreasing
energy part by EA′; so the energy charge in the Eom is the sum
of the two energy parts. Based on this, the relationship between
Eom and the capacitance of C0 is plotted in Figure 2e. Thus, C0
= 10 nF can be considered as a good choice of capacitance as
indicated by the dashed line, which can maintain a relatively
high Eom, while its capacitance is large enough to avoid the
parasitic-capacitance effect in circuits.45−47

In order to optimize the performance of the OM circuit,
further studies are done by evaluating the output performance
of the TENG at different capacitances and number n. The
capacitance has very minimal impacts on ΔQ, as reflected by
simulation results in Figure 3a, while the variation of Eom

Figure 3. Performance of the OM with different parameters. (a) Comparison for ΔQ of the threshold cycle at different C0 vs n. (b) Comparison for
Eom at different C0 vs n. (c) Relationship between Eom and n at σ = 30 μC m−2, with maximized Eom shown at n = 190. (d) Comparison for N at
different C0 vs n. (e) Relationship between Eom and σ, compared with the corresponding η. (f) Summary of the charge enhancement ratio with
different n at σ = 50 μC m−2.
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depending on n and C0 is plotted in Figure 3b. This indicates
the trends that as n increases, Eom dramatically increases at a
small n, while ΔQ always decreases with n, showing the ability
of the OM circuit in enhancing the energy output of the
TENG. However, due to the breakdown effect in the CS mode
TENG, Eom is suppressed at n > 190, as illustrated in Figure 3c.
The number of cycles N before reaching the breakdown
condition from the initial voltage is plotted as Figure 3d, which
will be influenced by C0 and n as well. This implies that N is
smaller when C0 is smaller or n is larger, and when n > 8, N
becomes a small number that can be easily achieved. When n =
30, breakdown will happen at the fourth cycle, indicating that
the OM circuit becomes not practical with too many capacitors
due to the breakdown effect. The Eom and the energy
extraction ratio η of the TENG under the OM at different σ
are summarized in Figure 3e, while the η is calculated by

E
E

100%om

em
η = ×

(5)

where Eem is the theoretical maximum effective energy output
with the breakdown effect considered, within CMEO.41 This
shows the ability of the OM circuit to extract energy from the
TENG, compared with Eem, which can evaluate the merit of
the OM circuit on power promotion. It can be noticed that a
larger Eom under the OM can be realized at a smaller σ, which
is always larger than 2.5 mJ when σ < 70 μC m−2. The
dramatic decay of Eom at σ ≥ 100 μC m−2 is because that it is

so prone for the TENG to reach breakdown condition in just a
few cycles that the promotion of its output performance is
really limited. In experiments, identical surface charge density
of the TENG can be maintained by compensational rubbing
between the dielectric layer and nitrile glove. The figure also
implies that η will improve as σ decays, and a η of 196% is
realized at σ = 20 μC m−2 with n of 100, indicating the ability
of the OM to promote the energy output of the TENG beyond
Eem. It should be noticed that it is normal to have the η larger
than 100% due to the greatly enhanced ΔQ, especially the
negative charge part of the V−Q plot, which represents the
generated energy outside the Eom cycle. At the same time, the
super high η is achieved at a low σ, indicating the ability of the
OM circuit to ensure the high output performance of TENGs
with even low-performance triboelectric materials, which will
greatly expand the application areas of TENGs. For example,
in the high-temperature (400−600 K) environment, the
triboelectric effect is usually limited by the thermionic emission
and limited material selections.48 While with the OM circuit,
the output performance of TENGs with originally low
triboelectric charge may be quickly promoted to be a high
level in just a few cycles. This feature may enable the
applications of TENGs in a harsh environment, including auto
exhaust systems, thermal systems, and even outer space.
The charge enhancement ratio β is the other key parameter

to evaluate the performance of the OM because the charge
transferred by the circuit can be effectively utilized or stored,

Figure 4. Experimental results of CS mode TENG under the OM. (a−c) Output voltage of TENG vs time at n = 3, 8, 24, respectively. Inset in (b)
shows the charge output of TENG. Diverse peak in (c) shows the existence of breakdown. (d) Summary of N and the maximized output voltage of
TENG at different n. (e,f) Experimental operation cycles of TENG in the V−Q plot at n = 3, 8, respectively. TENG is operated at σ = 50 μC m−2.
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compared with the high voltage source, except for Eom. It is
defined as the ratio of the maximum charge output of the OM
in the short-circuit condition over the total QSC of the TENG
before reaching the breakdown condition

Q

NQ
V C

NQ
SC OM

SC

m 0

SC

β = =
×_

(6)

Figure 3f shows that when with only 8 C0, an 8-time charge
enhancement can be achieved, and a larger n will lead to a
larger β because Vm will increase while N will decrease. This
multiplied charge output demonstrates the potential of using
the OM for the PM function.

■ EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To demonstrate the performance of the OM, circuits with different n
and C0 = 10 nF have been built. Figure 4 shows the experimental
results of the CS mode TENG while connected with built circuits
with different capacitor number n. Experimental parameters are listed
in Table 2. The voltage outputs of the CS mode TENG with n = 3, 8,

24 are plotted in Figure 4a−c, respectively, with the surface charge
density controlled at 50 μC m−2, and the maximized voltage Vm is
equivalent to that of point D in the threshold cycle. To correctly
measure the high-voltage output, we designed the measurement
method, as illustrated in Figure S2. The experimental results of Vm
and N with different n are summarized in Figure 4d. The results imply
that with the same initial surface charge density, the threshold voltage
of the TENG is enhanced significantly at the beginning and then
remains nearly the same as n increases, and the cycle number N
required to approach the threshold cycle is decreased with n
increasing as well, which are all consistent with the trends predicted
by theoretical calculations. The charge output of the TENG while
connected with the OM is shown in the inset in Figure 4b. The
reverse peak in Figure 4c shows the existence of the breakdown effect,
but the OM circuit still has the ability to continuously deliver the

charge output. Further demonstration has been done by estimating
the V−Q plots. Results are shown in Figure 4e for n = 3 and Figure 4f
for n = 8, indicating the same trends in Vm and N. By integration in
the V−Q plots, the Eom of n = 3, 8, 24 was calculated as 0.111, 0.789,
and 0.335 mJ, respectively. Compared with the Eem of 7.834 mJ, an η
of 10.07% was realized at n = 8, consistent with the theoretical η at n
= 8, 9.97%. The difference between the experimental and theoretical
results might be due to the measurement issues and the difficulty in
controlling σ precisely. Other experimental results of different n are
shown in Figure S3. These results also suggest that it is not applicable
to continuously increase n because it is much more prone for the
TENG to approach a breakdown condition at a larger n, leading to a
dramatical decay in Eom. Based on eq 6, β of n = 3 is only 0.8625,
while it is enhanced to 7.6 when n = 8 and 10.3 when n = 24.
Therefore, parameters of the circuit are fixed as n = 8, C0 = 10 nF for
demonstrating the output performance as stated below.

Based on the working principle of the circuit, it is easy to
understand that the energy stored in C0 reaches the maximum at the
point D of the threshold cycle. Therefore, to ensure the high energy
storage efficiency, a switch S1 can be used to enable the energy
storage only when the maximized voltage of C0 is achieved. Figure 5a
shows the OM circuit with a motion-triggered switch, in which an
external capacitor Ce is applied to store the energy from the circuit,
and the voltage of Ce shows the charge stored in the external
capacitor. Here, n = 8 and σ = 50 μC m2. During charging, the
external capacitor Ce, several C0 in the OM circuit are automatically
connected in parallel, so that this OM circuit can also provide the PM
function. By dynamic monitoring the voltage of C0 through the circuit
shown in Figure 5b, the switch will be turned on by hands when the
voltage of C0 reaches its maximum to charge the Ce. When the voltage
of Ce in each charging process is saturated as observed, the switch is
turned off, and then the next cycle begins. Dynamic measured results
of voltages of C0 and Ce are plotted in Figure 5c,d. When Ce = 1 μF, as
shown in Figure 5c, where the voltage of C0 is in orange and that of Ce
is in blue, it can be noticed that with only several working cycles of
the TENG, the voltage of Ce is charged up with a 10 V step each time,
with the enlarged plot of the step shown in Figure 5f. Figure 5c is
results of Ce = 100 nF with similar trends, while the charge transfer
from C0 to Ce is less than the former one, because more charges
remain in C0 due to the relative small capacitance of Ce. The charge
transfer from C0 to Ce is driven by the potential difference between
OM and Ce, and when voltages of the OM and Ce are equivalent to
each other, the charging process will stop. When Ce is relatively small,
it can be easily charged to a high voltage level, as shown in Figure
5c,e, and more charges remain in the OM; so a larger Ce is preferred

Table 2. Experimental Parameters

initial surface charge density, σ 50 μC m−2

structure parameters of CS mode TENG l = w = 0.1 m
electrode material copper
dielectric FEM, 50 μm

Figure 5. Experimental results of energy storage from the OM. (a) Circuit for energy storage from the OM and dynamic monitoring. S1 is a
motion-triggered switch, and Ce is the capacitor for energy storage. (b) Circuit component for voltage monitoring of C0. (c,d) Measured voltage of
C0 and Ce while TENG operated at σ = 50 μC m−2, with Ce = 1 μF, 100 nF, respectively. (e−g) Enlarged plots of the measured voltage of Ce, with
Ce = 100 nF, 1 μF, 10 μF, respectively.
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to ensure a high energy storage efficiency. Figure 5g shows that when
Ce = 10 μF, a 1.5 V step in voltage improvement is realized. With this
OM circuit, the average charge output per cycle is ∼2−2.5 μC at Ce =
1 μF and ∼3−3.75 μC at Ce = 10 μF, which are significantly higher
than that of the original TENG of 500 nC per cycle.
Furthermore, a smart switch was designed and constructed as S1 to

realize the automatic control of the circuit, which would charge the
energy storage capacitor Ce when the voltage of C0 reaches the
threshold voltage. The smart switch circuit is achieved by a MOSFET
and a micro control unit (MCU), as shown in Figure 6a, with insets
showing photographs of the OM and the MCU. A capacitor of 10 μF
was selected for energy storage from the OM, which connects the OM
circuit and MOSFET. Selection and construction of the MOSFET are
described in Methods in detail. Similar to the motion triggered switch,
the MOSFET is set to switch on at the threshold voltage of point D
(VD) to charge Ce in every Ts and switch off after a short period Th. Ts
means the time required before the OM reaches VD, which is
determined by the movement of the TENG and the voltage output of
the OM. The working principle of the smart switch is described in
Note S3. Figure 6b shows the measured voltage of C0 while applying
the smart switch circuit. The increase of the lowest point of each cycle
confirms the automatic energy storage in Ce, demonstrating the
functionality of the smart switch circuit. Dynamic monitoring of the
measurement is shown in Video S1, implying that the whole system
can work well to achieve automatic power promotion and
management at the same time. As compared to the previous
inductor-free PM system, threshold working frequency, bandwidth,
and power input is not important for the OM because it can always
enhance the charge output so the OM can be applied for various types
of energy.

■ CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, an inductor-free OM circuit that can promote
and manage the output of the TENG simultaneously was
proposed. Operation cycles in the V−Q plot of this circuit were
theoretically studied and experimentally demonstrated. Based
on the maximum cycle, the maximized charge transfer ΔQ, the
maximized energy output Eom of the TENG under the OM,
and the number N of charging cycles for the TENG to
approach the breakdown condition were analyzed in detail. It is
found that a smaller capacitance of C0 and a larger capacitor
number n will contribute to a larger Eom and a smaller N, but
the transferred charge will decay significantly with the increase
of n, as demonstrated theoretically and experimentally. The
Eom and η at different σ were also summarized, both showing
increasing trends as σ decay. An η of 196% can be realized at σ
= 20 μC m2, reflecting the ability of OM to enhance the power
output of the TENG with the low surface charge density. The
OM with C0 = 10 nF was built and operated at σ = 50 μC m−2,

and the Eom of 0.789 mJ and the β of 7.6 was realized at n = 8.
By applying an external capacitor and a motion-triggered
switch connected with the OM to store the energy, the average
charge output per cycle was achieved ∼2−2.5 μC at Ce = 1 μF
and ∼3−3.75 μC at Ce = 10 μF, implying significant
improvement as compared with the original TENG of 500
nC per cycle. Furthermore, a smart controlled switch based on
a MOSFET and a MCU is put forward to demonstrate the
output performance. In summary, C0 = 10 nF is a good
capacitance for all conditions, while the selection of n depends
on the applications. A higher charge enhancement ratio β can
be achieved by a larger n, but the increase of n will always be
limited by the breakdown effect in the TENG. Because of the
breakdown limit, with a higher σ, usually a smaller n can be
selected. When σ > 40 μC m−2, n should not be larger than 10.
This research provides a new method for the PM by an
inductor-free design that is suitable for all TENGs; at the same
time, it can promote the output performance of capacitance-
variable TENGs significantly within several working cycles
even at a very low surface charge density, which is essential for
the development of TENG-based self-powered systems and
industrial applications. This OM design may also provide a
solution to promote TENG performance at various circum-
stances including the harsh environment.

■ METHODS
Electronics Selection. Diodes used in the OM are standard

recovery diode, NTE517, purchased from element14.HK. NTE 517 is
a silicon high voltage plastic power rectifier diode, with an electric
breakdown voltage of 15 kV; so it is applicable for the high output
voltage of the TENG. MOSFET IRF 840 was selected to realize the
controllable switch function. IRF 840 has good performance in switch
characteristic, which could bear max D−S voltage at 500 V, and the
D−S resistant is smaller than 0.85 Ω. The drain terminal of MOSFET
is connected with an energy storage capacitor, the source terminal is
connected with a negative electrode of management circuit, and the
gate terminal is connected with an MCU interface.

Fabrication of the TENG. The TENG used in this research is a
CS mode TENG with a triboelectric area of 10 cm × 10 cm. The
material of the electrode is copper, and dielectric is FEP. One
electrode layer is fabricated by a copper tape pasted on an acrylic
substrate, and the other electrode is fabricated by e-beam evaporation
on the FEP film and then pasted on an acrylic substrate by Kapton
tape.

Measurement. The voltage of the TENG is measured by a
SRS570 filter to measure the current and a resistor of 5 GΩ connected
in series. Transferred charge and dynamic monitoring for voltage of
C0 are measured by Keithley6514.

Figure 6. Experimental results of the OM with a smart switch. (a) Circuit of the OM with the smart switch circuit, which consists of a MOSFET
and a MCU. Insets are photographs of the OM and the MCU. (b) Experimental results of the dynamic measurement for voltage of C0.
Improvement in the minimized voltage during operation shows the charged-up voltage of Ce.
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